Fading memory model for airway smooth muscle dynamic response.
This work presents the application of a fading memory model to describe the behavior of contracted airway smooth muscle (ASM) for two biophysical cases: finite duration length steps and longitudinal sinusoidal oscillations. The model parameters were initially determined from literature data on transient step length change response and subsequently the model was applied to the two cases. Results were compared with previously published experimental data on ASM oscillations. The model confirms a trend observed in the experimental data which shows that: (i) the value of tissue length change is the most important factor to determine the degree of cross-bridge detachment and (ii) a strong correlation exists between increasing frequency and declining stiffness until a certain frequency (~25 Hz) beyond which frequency dependence is negligible. Although the model was not intended to simulate biophysical events individually, the data could be explained by cross-bridge cycling rates. As the frequency increases, cross-bridge reattachment becomes less likely, until no further cross-bridge attachment is possible.